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the importance of corpus data 

in our profession



Content of this talk

• Why ARE electronic text corpora important to us?

• 20 years of the Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC)

• Swiss learner evidence in the CLC

• Real English – a quick look at first language use

• The corpus-informed English Profile programme

• Using the English Vocabulary Profile in the classroom



The importance of corpus data

An electronically-held text corpus is:

• vast – contains millions or even billions of words

• fast and powerful – can be searched in seconds

• highlights what is frequently being produced

• clearly shows typical patterns eg structures, 
phrases, collocations 

• real living data (first language user or learner)



Corpora provide real examples



20 years of the CLC

• Largest learner corpus in the world - over 55 million words 

• 3,291,257 words of Swiss learner data (almost 6% of total)

• Covers all six CEFR levels

• General, business, legal, financial and academic exams

• Examples of strong, average and weak performance

• Error-coded data enables authors to search for common 

mistakes by L1



Top 10 Swiss learner errors



Cambridge English: Preliminary 
Extended writing task, 2010

This is part of a letter from your English penfriend.

I live in a really busy street. What is it like where you live? If 

you were able to move, where would you like to live?

Now write a letter, answering your penfriend’s questions.

Write your letter in about 100 words. 



Swiss PET performance (B1 pass)

Dear Pam How are you, I'm fine. I'm sorry that I couldn't write 

back earllyer but I was busy so never minde. I'm sorry that 

you live in such a busy street. Luckaly my home isn't as busy 

as yours, at least sommetimes. I live in a litle vilage called 

Riggisberg. It's about between Thun and Belb, in the Berner 

Oberland. You asked me if I would like to live sommewhere 

else well I'm not so shour. I'm quite happy where I'm now. So 

I would probably stay here. Write back soon I'd like to hear 

from you. Best wishes
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Swiss PET performance (fail)

Dear John I live in a small village at the mountain. The street 

where I live is very small and the neightbour are very nice. 

When I able to move I will move to Geneva because I was 

there for two weeks and it was great while I am training my 

french. But it's also nice in this village because of the natur. I 

like the people from Geneva because they've got a great 

heart. They've also got a green logure into Geneva: the wall 

of the reformater. Where will you move, if you can? Nice to 

hearing from you 
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Swiss learner performance

Making the examiner hungry!

Eating has a high value in Switzerland. Starting with 

"Z'morge", corresponding to the usual breakfast, then "Z'mini" 

which would be on "at nine”. After lunch ("Z'millag") we 

usually have another "Z'vuri" which you can compare to the 

English tea-time perhaps, set at four o'clock in the afternoon. 

After dinner ("Z'abyl") one might even have another late 

snack refered to as "Z'meacht”, eaten at night.  



(Swiss) learner performance
Making the examiner smile!

•After eating old cheese and Swiss chocolate, that was high 

time Mark's family went back home.

•So I thought to go on the backside of the house and to go 

then through the backdoor into the house. 

•I would like to try budgie jumping because every time I look 

down from my balcony I think I'm going to fall and never 

come back.

•I have never been in a camel before – what a laugh!



Swiss learner performance

Educating the examiner!

Nicolas Hayek, Founder of the Swiss-based Swatch 

Group Corporation

For the stand at the school I suggest to put up one of the 

giant Swatches, found in many Swiss households, along with 

a miniature Smart car and a glossy picture of Mr Hayek, 

where the main achi[e]vements of his life could be reflected.





The Cambridge English Corpus



The Cambridge English Corpus

• 1.6 billion words providing authentic real-life examples for 

authors, lexicographers and editors

• Allows researchers to monitor trends and identify new 

meanings, new words, phrases and idioms

• Ongoing data collection and new research eg CEPC 

(English Profile) and CCAE (Academic English)



Monitoring language use

nuts to butts idiom informal in a way that is very 

crowded

I understand the tenets of capitalism and the desire to 

make money. I get that more money can be made by 

packing people into these places ‘nuts to butts’.

(July 2013)



A quick look at first language data
Of course, Google is a corpus too…

smart car UK | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/smartcaruk

smart car UK. 28424 likes · 485 talking about this. Born of a 

collaboration between SMH, the company responsible for 

Swatch watches, and Mercedes-Benz

https://www.facebook.com/smartcaruk


Australians’ views on the Smart car

Online posts offer easy access to real language…

Emily Think about the Earth. They are great for the 

environment and they are pretty stylish too. I like them,

But you don’t always get ‘good models of English’!

Xavier The car might help the earth but it isn't very cool for 

guys, its so small and its not very big. 

Hudson The ugliest car that i've seen in whole my life... 

Whose the designer? 



Important new meanings: smart









Corpus-informed research into idioms

• Productive use of idioms is mainly a feature of the C levels

• Inclusion in the English Vocabulary Profile was dictated by 

first-language corpus frequency and finding examples in 

the Cambridge Learner Corpus

• Not included: raining cats and dogs, nuts and butts

• Included: behind closed doors, down to earth



First-language frequency



Idioms at EVP entry for behind



Using the EVP in the classroom



English Profile is…

A long-term collaborative research programme aiming to:

• understand what the CEFR actually means for English

• investigate what learner English is really like

• develop reference descriptions for each CEFR level

With individual projects focusing on vocabulary, grammar, 

functions, spoken English and pronunciation



The English Grammar Profile project

Using the Cambridge Learner Corpus data, with some 

comparison of first-language frequency

• describes gradual mastery of structures

• highlights form and use separately

• Can do statements at each CEFR level

• new insights into actual learner ability





Time to end this talk… with closes 
from learners around the world

• Yours fried,

• Kind degrades,

• I’m looking forward to seeing to you 

soon.

• Best witches and loaves,

Annette




